Para

Week

Due Friday

This week you are asked to use this sheet as a checklist and attach it to your rough draft and finished paper. The body of the letter must have at least 7 sentences.

In your letter you are to have at least one example of each way to use commas:

- before and after an appositive,
- after a dependent clause that starts the sentence,
- to separate words in a series,
- and between the city and state.

As always, remember to:

- use complete sentences,
- correct capitalization,
- correct punctuation,
- topic and concluding sentences,
- sentences with supporting detail,
- accurate spelling,
- and this week make sure you use appropriate letter format.

Topic: Letter of persuasion

For a Paragraph A Week this week, write a letter persuading the school administration to not eliminate all pollinator gardens on school grounds. You are to pretend that the school district has decided that school gardens are too difficult to care for and a distraction rather than another way to learn. In your letter, give plenty of detail explaining why pollinator gardens are helpful when learning. Explain what you learn and why having them on school grounds is important to your learning experience.